Identification and Classification of
Kettle Chains Using 2 meter Digital
Elevation Model of Long Island!
-Sean Tvelia-!
!
!
Recently released 2.0 meter Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) of the central
and eastern Long Island region have
allowed greater spatial resolution of
Long Island’s glacial features. Just as
previously released DEM’s revealed
aspects of Long Island geology that had
been overlooked by conventional
topographic maps, at this resolution
previously unidentified low-relief
features such as partially filled
meltwater channels and carolina bays
are clearly visible within the new data
set. Furthermore previously identified
glaciotectonic and thermokarst features
are more resolved allowing smaller,
lower-relief structures to be imaged. !

Figure 1: Examples of Circular, Irregular Oval,
Branching, and Linear kettles based on location
descriptions by Fuller (1914).
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In order to more fully examine this data
a regional DEM was produced by
compiling the 1,456 NYS 2 meter
DEMs. These DEMs were created from
multiple LIDAR data sets collected in
2005 .!

!

Branching!
Southwest of
Rocky Point

The resulting DEM is bounded in the
west at 73° 27’W longitude and in the
east at 71° 50’W longitude. This full
regional DEM was assembled using
Global Mapper v.12. This DEM was
Linear!
then sectioned in a 5 X 10 grid,
Centereach
converted to jpg images and
reassembled in Photoshop to produce a
high resolution jpg image of the regional
DEM. This image is available for
download at https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/54257263/LI-3-no_layers.jpg.!
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!

Kettle Chains!
Kettles are a predominant feature of all glacial landscapes and Long Island is no
exception. In their most basic form kettles are produced when buried or partially buried
blocks of ice melt. Sediment deposited along the margin of the block is gradually let
down as the ice melts and produces a depression in the shape of the buried block with
slopes dependent on the walls of the ice block: slopes near or at the angle of repose of
the sediment when the walls of the block are near vertical and angles less than the
angle of repose when the walls of the block are sloped. Long Island kettles have been
categorized based on shape by Fuller (1914) as circular or oval, irregular oval,
branching, or linear, see figure 1. In this paper we will focus on linear and branching
kettles (as described by Fuller), their locations with respect to other glacial features, and
possible clues to their development.!

!

Kettle chains, have been described in numerous locations around the United States
from Kingston Lake kettle chain in Michigan to the kettle chain lakes of the Canfield
area of North Dakota. These structures have been referred to as linear kettles and also
beaded kettles yet regardless of name all refer to the linear arrangement of kettle-like
depressions over short linear distances. Despite the prevalence of these structures very
little work has been done to explain their development. !

!

Kettle chains are typically associated with ice-marginal regions and have been identified
on the up-ice side of moraines, within outwash plains, and even cutting through
moraines. As described by Fuller (1914) these features typically consist of three or more

Figure 2: 2.0 meter DEM of Middle Island Region showing Spring Lake kettle chain originally
identified by Fuller (1914).
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elongated depressions separated by short distances and forming a line— or chain.
Often individual kettles within the kettle chain are linked by small incised channels.!

!

Fuller (1914) suggests these structures form as a result of snow or ice deposited in the
valleys and ridges of previously formed features which is then buried by outwash and

Figure 3: Centereach kettle chain.

subsequently melts to produce a series of linear depressions (Fuller, 1914). Although
this process may explain some kettle chains, especially those found within outwash
plains it does not explain the development of kettle chains in other glaciated areas.!

!

Eastern Long Island’s Kettle Chains!
For the purposes of this study kettle chains were defined as a series of depressions
separated by short distances with axis aligned to produce linear to arcuate paths. Ten
such structures, identified on the full DEM shown in appendix 1, were identified within
central Long Island between the Harbor Hills and Ronkonkoma moraines with only one
kettle chain identified south of the Ronkonkoma moraine in Bridgehampton. A series of
other structures have also been identified with similar qualities of kettle chains but
lacking defined borders between individual depression.!

!

Kettle chains identified here vary in length from roughly 1,500 ft to 2 miles (of those
identified in this paper the average length is 0.8 miles with a median value of 0.7miles).
Within kettle chains, individual depressions vary in form from streamlined, linear
depressions to the more recognized circular to oval kettle shapes. While most kettle
chains trend along linear paths, as stated previously, some, such as the Port Jefferson
outwash plain kettle chain, take on arcuate paths. Although many of the identified kettle
3

Figure 4: Regional DEM using HSV shader showing
relationship of Spring Lake kettle and Centereach
kettle chain to Ronkonkoma moraine. Carmans river
valley is visible along the eastern border.

Centereach Kettle Chain

Spring Lake Kettle Chain

chains appear to be perpendicular to former glacial margins others are parallel and at
oblique angles to the margin suggesting no direct link between their orientation and that
of the glacial margin.!

!

Centereach, Spring Lake, Northampton, and Bridgehampton Kettle Chains!
!

Figure 5: Right: Southern portion of Centereach kettle chain. Left: Southern portion of
Spring Lake kettle chain. Dotted red line indicating former meltwater channels.
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Unlike most kettle chains found on
Long Island the Centereach (Figure
3) and Northampton kettle chains
(figure 4) are located on the up-ice
side of the Ronokonkoma moraine.
Similarly, the Spring Lake kettle
chain (figure 2) is located on the upice side of the Carmans River
interlobate region. As can be seen
in figure 4, which utilizes an HSV
shader to highlight drainage
networks (see appendix 2 for a full
DEM using the HSV shader), both
the Spring Lake and Centereach
kettle chains appear to be part of
larger drainage networks with
meltwater channels exiting their
southern boundaries and breaching
the moraine, see figure 5. A similar,
although not as well developed,
channel is also found at the
southern end of the Northampton
kettle chain. !

!

The largest depressions within the
Centereach kettle chain are tearFigure 6: Northampton kettle chain. Green outlines
shape in form with their largest
showing possible overlapping depressions.
diameters in the down-ice direction.
These structures resemble largescale scours in north/south profile
with cross-section more similar to downcutting fluvial valleys than they are to kettle
holes. Structures similar to the Centereach kettle chain have been described in other
previously glaciated regions and are thought to be produced as a result subglacial
erosion in tunnel channels by basal meltwater rather than the melting of buried ice
(Boulton, 2007; Hooke, 2006; Kehew, 2012). Previous findings of work done within the
largest of the kettles within the Centereach chain agree with that of Kozlowski and
Kehew (2005) and also suggests a subglacial origin in a tunnel channel systems. These
findings are supported by the general increase in elevation of the meltwater channel
towards the glacial margin which then ends in an outwash plain with an incised
meltwater channel (Tvelia, 2012).!

!

Although the Centereach and Spring Lake kettle chains are similar in their respective
location along the moraine, individual depressions within the Centereach kettle chain
are generally streamlined in form whereas those of the Spring Lake kettle chain— and
Northampton Kettle chain— are ovate which may suggest different processes of
formation. !
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!

The Northampton kettle chain is unlike all other kettle chains found on Long Island.
Unfortunately all but the three most northerly depression within this chain are filled with
water making kettle identification difficult, however, boundaries identified along the
banks of the kettle lake and within the surrounding moraine suggest a series of
overlapping ovate depressions with major axis perpendicular to the path of the kettle
chain—if these boundaries are accurate this structure would be more similar to a
carolina bay than kettle chain.!

!

The Bridgehampton kettle chain is the largest kettle chain on Long Island and is also the
Figure 7: Bridgehampton kettle chain south of the
Ronkonkoma moraine.

only kettle chain located south of the Ronkonkoma moraine, see figure 7. Similar to
kettle chains north of the Ronkonkoma, individual depressions within the kettle chain
are ovate. However, unlike kettle chains north of the Ronkonkoma the Bridgehampton
kettle chain does not appear to be associated with any previously formed meltwater
channel and cuts across the dry valleys of the south shore.!

!
Kettle Chains of the Harbor Hills Outwash Regions.!
!

Like the Bridgehampton kettle chain, and with the exception of those of the Port
Jefferson meltwater channel, many of the kettle chains along the Harbor Hills outwash
plains do not appear to form within well-defined meltwater channels although they do
appear linked to the drainage network— being most prevalent in areas directly south of
tunnel valleys and within partially filled channels.!
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Figure 8: DEM of Port Jeff outwash plain showing
locations of kettle chains (labelled A, B, and C) with
respect to meltwater channels.

!

For example, figure 8 shows the Port Jefferson outwash plain using an HSV shader. As
can be seen in the DEM no kettles have formed within the well defined Crystal Brook
Hollow Rd channel, but kettle chains are visible within the partially filled Port Jefferson
and Mt Sinai Coram Rd. channel. !

!

One of the more curious of the kettle chains on Long Island is the curved kettle chain
located within the Port Jefferson outwash, labelled B in figure 8. Although this kettle
chain does not appear to
be associated with any
meltwater channel, close
inspections of the outwash
fan reveals an almost
entirely filled channel, with
only 2 ft of relief between
the surface of the outwash
plain and the channel floor,
emanating from the Port
Jefferson tunnel valley and
entering the more defined
Crystal Brook Hollow rd.
Figure 9: Eastern most region of curved kettle chain shown
channel, see figure 10.!

!

East of the Port Jefferson
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in figure 8. Inset showing profile along possible filled
meltwater channel.

Figure 10: DEM of Port Jefferson outwash in region surrounding curved kettle chain. Red
dotted lines indicating center of filled channels. Purple dotted line indicating possible channel
as indicated by kettle chain and filled channel near the crystal hollow brook rd channel as
indicated in figure 9

outwash, the Rocky Point kettle chain, figure 11, forms the headward regions of the dry
valleys leading to the Carmans river drainage network. As can be seen in figure 11,
kettles within this chain are more linear than those previously described and the
northern-most kettle is of the branching form described by Fuller (1914). Although even

Figure 11: DEM showing relationship of Rocky Point kettle chain to dry valleys. Inset showing
profile along red dotted line from south to north.
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Figure 12: DEM of region surrounding Rocky Point kettle
chain showing partially filled meltwater channels

less defined than the Port
Jefferson meltwater
channels, the Rocky Point
kettle chain is located south
of the Shoreham tunnel
valley and may be part of a
meltwater system leading
from the Shoreham tunnel
valley to the Carmans
drainage network as
indicated in figure 12. !

!

Similar to the Rocky Point
kettle chain, the Baitng
Hollow kettle chains, figure
13, also form south of a
large tunnel valley exiting
the Harbor Hill moraine.
Kettle chains within this
region may be more
prevalent than indicated in
figure 13 but are difficult to
delineate amongst the
hummocky terrain. Note the

Figure 13: DEM of Baiting Hollow region showing relationship between Baiting
Hollow tunnel valley and kettle chains (shown by dotted red lines). Yellow
dotted lines indicating banks of a filled channel.
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apparent braided stream deposits just south of the channel indicated by the white dotted
lines in figure 13. !

!

Figure 14: DEM of Carmans river meltwater channel using HSV shader. Note the highlighted
kettle chain with clear channels on its north and south. Green line indicates drainage divides.

Kettle Chains within the Carmans River Channel.!

!

Kettle chains within the Carmans river meltwater channel also show a connection to
channelized flow of meltwater within the region. As seen in figure 14, incised channels
occur on both the north and south of the highlighted kettle chain, however, unlike other
kettle chains channel flow within this system is split; north of the largest kettle (indicated
by the green line in figure 14) topography indicates that meltwater would have travelled
north within the incised channel, whereas south of the green line all flow would have
travelled south within the incised channels. The channel patterns within this region
seem to indicate that Artist lake may simply be an extension of this kettle chain system.!

!
!
Discussion:!
!

Numerous authors have described the presence of kettle chains along glacial margins,
however, beyond their basic descriptions, little work has been done to describe their
development. Of the work done in this area two models have been proposed to describe
their formation: the first, and more generally accepted model, produces the kettle chain
as a result of stranded ice within previously formed meltwater channels (Fuller, 1914).
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Upon glacial retreat, stranded ice blocks become fully or partially buried by outwash
within the channel and eventually melt to produce slumped, karst-like topography along
the surface. !

!

The second model of formation relies on the development of tunnel channels near the
glacial margin. In this scenario kettle chains form as a result of an advancing glacial
margin— as opposed to a retreating glacial margin used in the previous model. As the
glacier overrides layers of previously deposited fluvial and lacustrine sediments
increased pore pressure within the underlying sediments may cause detachment along
nonpermeable contacts initiating down-cutting within the meltwater channel (Hooke,
2006, Kehew, 2012; Waller, 2001). Eventual retreat of the glacial margin exposes the
incised, streamlined channels.!

!

Previous work within the Centereach kettle chain (Tvelia, 2012) seems to agree with a
tunnel channel model of formation similar to that described by Kozlowski (2005) which
describe the formation of similar kettle
chains along the Kalamazoo river
along the former margin of the
Saginaw lobe of the Laurentide ice
sheet. Although these studies
suggest that the Centereach kettle
chain may be the result of subglacial
erosion consistent with tunnel
channel formation, other kettle
chains located in similar positions
within the study region (those located
on the up-ice side of the moraine) do
not share these characteristics and
tend to include individual kettles that
are ovate in structure, such as those
of the Spring Lake kettle chain, not
the streamlined, deep-valley, kettles
of the Centereach chain described by
Tvelia (2012) that are indicative of
tunnel channel formation. However,
because the base of the Spring Lake
kettles is currently below the water
Figure 16: DEM of Centereach Kettle chain (atlas
shader) with water table at 95 feet.
table the original profile is impossible
to discern in a DEM. Furthermore, as
can be seen in figure 16, filling the
Centereach kettle chain produces kettle lakes similar to the Spring Lake and
Bridgehampton kettle chains.!

!

Unlike the Spring Lake and Northampton kettle chains the Centereach kettle chain also
ends in a well developed meltwater channel incised within the southern wall of the
Ronkonkoma moraine whereas meltwater channels exiting the Spring Lake and
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Figure 15: Comparison of Northampton (left) and Centereach (right) kettle chains.
Note the well developed meltwater channel exiting the Centereach kettle chain
south of the Ronkonkoma moraine.

Northampton kettle chains have produced poorly defined
channels at their respective exit of the moraine, see
figure 15. Furthermore the orientation of depressions
within the Northampton chain are unlike any other chain
found within the study region and are more similar to
carolina bay features then kettle holes. !

!

Kettle chains along the Harbor Hills moraine are more
consistent with the buried ice model of formation. Within
these regions individual depressions within the kettle
chain are typically linear, streamlined structures which
may be the result of ice that is sculpted by meltwater
prior to burial. Furthermore individual kettles within these
systems are similar in width to the nearby meltwater
channels. !

!

Although the kettle chains of the Carmans river region
12

Figure 16: The groundwater
piezometric surface causes
flow to converge into
relatively straight channels
along the interlobate regions
(adapted from Boulton,
2007).	


Figure 17: DEM (using HSV Shader) of Carmans interlobate region. Highlighted channel most
likely formed after retreat as a result of thawing of permafrost

are similar to those previously described, drainage along the kettle chains indicated by
incised channels along the walls of individual kettles is divided and surface waters
would have entered the Carmans Meltwater channel along the northern and southern
boundaries of the kettle chains as shown in figure 14. In interlobate regions such as this
the piezometric surface within the glacial system would typically funnel meltwaters to
relatively straight channels flowing from north to south between the margins of the two
lobes (Boulton, 2007), see figure 16, producing the deeply incised channels that form
the Carmans drainage network. Therefore had the kettle chains within this region
formed in subglacial channels similar to the Centereach kettle chain, one would expect
more streamlined tear-shaped kettle forms indicating the down-cutting channel.
However, most kettles within the region are ovate and the incised meltwater channel
along the northern wall of the largest kettle drains into a meltwater channel, highlighted
in figure 17, flowing northeast towards what would have been areas of higher potential.
This suggests that the meltwater channel north of the kettle chain formed after retreat of
the ice possibly as a thermal erosion gully which may be indicated by the slump
surfaces that are found along the channel walls (Kokelj, 2013). Consequently the
channel found on the wall of the kettle must have formed during or after formation of this
gully and therefore after glacial retreat. Furthermore, the circular to ovate forms
amongst individual depressions within kettle chains in this region do not suggest that
these structures formed as stranded ice in previous meltwater channels such as those
along the Harbor Hills moraine, but possibly as thermokarst features. !
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!
Conclusion:!
!

Kettle chains are a ubiquitous structures along glacial margins, However, as Fuller
points out no where in the contiguous US are these structures as prevalent as they are
on Long Island—which may be a leading factor as to why so few studies have
concentrated on their development. As shown in this work the development of these
structures seems to be related to the drainage network that formed prior to a glacial
retreat. However the dynamics of such networks are directly linked to their position with
respect to the glacial margin and yet position within seemingly has little to no impact on
the resulting kettle chain leaving many questions regarding the formation of these
structures unresolved. Future work within this area must try to explain the lack of kettle
chains south of the Ronkonkoma moraine despite the prevalence of meltwater channels
that seem to form these same structures north of the moraine. !

!
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